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Abstract:   
           A general quantization rule for bound states of the Schrodinger equation  is 
presented. Like fundamental theory of integral, our idea is mainly based on dividing the potential 
into many pieces, solving the Schrödinger equation,  and deriving the  general quantization rule. For 
both exactly and non-exactly solvable systems, the energy levels of all the bound states can be 
easily calculated from the general quantization rule. Using this new general quantization rule, we 
re-calculate the energy levels for the one-dimensional system, with an infinite square well, with the 
harmonic oscillator potential, with the Morse Potential,  with the symmetric and asymmetric 
Rosen-Morse potentials, with the first Pöschl-Teller potential, with the Coulomb Potential, with the 
V-shape  Potential, and the 4ax potential,  and for the three dimensions systems, with the 
harmonic oscillator potential, with the ordinary Coulomb potential,  and for the hydrogen atom. 
 
PACS. 03.65.Ge.  solutions of wave equations: bound states  
 
I/INTRODUCTION 
After discovering Schrodinger equation, there have been many attempts for solving it. For 
many cases, this equation cannot be solved exactly, but it can be solved analytically for very limited 
number of potentials, such as Coulomb, Harmonic, oscillator and Pöschl-Teller. It may also be 
possible to find work carried out on quasi-exact solvable cases. Generally, researches in this area 
have been focused on finding some approximation  methods, such as WKB. 
Many quantization rules were developed, such as, Bohr-Sommerfeld [1], WKB [2-4].  Ma et 
all.[5] presented an exact quantization rule for  one-dimensional Schrödinger equation and for 
three-dimensional Schrödinger equation with a spherically symmetric potential. In the exact 
quantization rule, in addition to n , there is an integral term, called the quantum correction. For 
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the exact solvable quantum systems, the energy levels can be easily solved and the solution of the 
ground state calculated directly from the Riccati equation [5-6]. Serrano et all.[7],  propose proper 
quantization rule:    ndx)x(kdx)x(k
B0
A0
B
A
x
x 0
x
x
, they carry out the exact solutions of various 
solvable quantum systems, and found that the energy spectra can be determined only from its 
ground state energy.  
 
II/FORMULATION 
 
We are  going to derive the general quantization rule for the one dimensional Schrödinger 
equation: 
0)x())x(VE(/m2dx/)x(d 222                                                                       (1) 
Where m is mass of the particle,  ( throughout this paper,  we assume that 1  and 1m2   ). 
As described by Fig. 1,the potential energy )x(V  is a continuous real function (solid line) between  
ax  and bx  , in order to determinate the energy levels, we start by partitioning the interval 
[a,b] into n+1 small subintervals ]x,x[I 1iii   each with width h ,  where 
)1n/(L2)1n/()ab(h  and ihax i   for n,...,0i  .   The midpoint of each of these 
subintervals is given by 2/)xx( 1iii  . We evaluate our function )x(V  at the midpoint of any 
subinterval, and prolong it by adding two large intervals 1I  and 1nI   with infinite potential, so we 
get a bounded well, i.e.: 
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                                               (2) 
Between ix  and 1ix  ,  The momentum is )EV(k ii  , writing and solving  equation 
(1) in each subinterval leads to the following solutions: 
 )xkexp(Y)xkexp(X)x( iiiii                                    (3) 
  Where iX  and iY  are constants. For the two intervals 1I  and 1nI  , the potential is 
infinity, and  0)b()a(  . The functions )x(i  are twice derivable with respect to x, and 
they are continuous. The continuity of the solutions )x(i and their derivatives at different points 
ix  allow to the elimination of iX  and iY , and leads to the following real equation known as the 
energy quantification condition [6]: 
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0Qb)1c(Pa)1c()E(B nn1n,nnn1n,nn                                                                                (4) 
here: )EV/()EV(cc jij,iij  , )hkexp(b ii  ,   
1
ii ba
 , 1cQ 0,10   , 1cP 0,10   ,        
    1i1ii,1i1i1ii,1ii Qb1cPa1cP   , and     1i1ii,1i1i1ii,1ii Qb1cPa1cQ   . We note that  iQ  and  
iP  are real for  
EVi  , complex between the two turning points A  and B, and  ii
QP  . 
       One can proof this expression in the general case by the recurrence method as described by 
Maiz et all [8] and Maiz [9]. The energy levels are obtained by the energy values for which the curve 
of  )E(Bn  meets the energy axis. This expression had been used to determine the superlattices 
band structure [7-8], and to study the Bounded Anharmonic Oscillators [10]. The energy 
quantification condition (eq.4) may be simplified as: 
                0ZT)E(Bn                                                                                                                                    (5) 
Where  

 
n
0i
1i,i
2
ii1i,io ))1c(a)1c((QZ , iii Q/P ,  and  


n
0i
ibT , And Eq. (5) may be 
written as:                           
          )T(Arg)Z(Arg))E(B(Arg n                                                                                                       (6) 
Here, the Arg function returns the principal value of the argument of the complex-valued 
expression. Since ik  is real for  EVi  ,  dx)x(VE)Targ(
B
A
x
x  , Ax and Bx  are the two 
turning points, they  satisfy the equality:  nBA E)x(V)x(V  . Eq. (6) may be simplified to: 
         
)Z(Arg))E(B(Argdx)x(k n
x
x
B
A
                                                                                      (7) 
Consider the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation with a spherically symmetric potential . After 
separation of the angular part of the wave function, ),(Y)r(Rr)r( lm
1   ,  the radial equation 
of the Schrödinger equation becomes: 
 
             
0)u(R))r(UE)(/m2(dr/)r(Rd 222   , )mr2/()1l(l)r(V)r(U 22               (8) 
while Eq. (8) is similar to Eq. (1),  The exact quantization rule is easily generalized to the three 
dimensional Schrodinger equation with a spherically symmetric potential. The exact  quantization 
rule (GQR) may be written as: 
          
)Z(Arg))E(B(Argdr)r(k n
r
r
B
A
                                                                           (9) 
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In order to calculate the different terms of Eq. 7 or 9,  for real (unbounded) quantum well, we 
use large values for L .  The left hand side is derived manually, and the right one by using computer 
program.  
III/APPLICATIONS 
Using this new method, we will re-calculate energy levels of many quantum systems.  The 
one-dimensional system with a infinite square well, where  ax A  , and bx B  , the potential is 
null between the two turning points and infinity elsewhere.  In this case, n=0, the solutions can be 
obtained easily, using Eq. (4).:  
             0Qb)1c(Pa)1c()E(B 001,0001,00                                                                                    (10) 
while  0c 1,0  , and  IQP 00 .  0ab)E(B 000  ,  we obtain   0)LE2sin( n  , 
 the energy levels for the infinite square well are:   
           2n )L2/(nE                                                                                                                                 (11)                                     
The potential for the one-dimensional Harmonic oscillator is 2ax)x(v  . It is one of the 
most important model systems in quantum mechanics, because an arbitrary potential can be 
approximated as a harmonic potential at the vicinity of a stable equilibrium point and it is one of 
the few quantum-mechanical systems for which an exact, analytical solution is known. The two 
turning points are   a/Ex B  ,  BA xx   ,  and the two term in this new exact quantization rule 
(7) are: 
 a4/Edx)x(k n
x
x
B
A
                                                                                                     (12) 
 2/)Z(Arg                                                                                                                   (13)  
  )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                      (14)    
 We point out that )Z(Arg  is independent of  the potential parameter a .  The energy levels 
for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator are: 
                     ܧ௡ = (2݊ + 1)√ܽ ,       n=0,1,2…..                                                                                           (15)      
Our result  agree with the previous ones. 
The Morse potential is a convenient model for the potential energy of a diatomic molecule. It 
is a better approximation for the vibrational structure of the molecule than the quantum harmonic 
oscillator because it explicitly includes the effects of bond breaking, such as the existence of 
unbounded states.  
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The one dimensional  Morse potential  is )e2e(D)x(v a/xa/x2   . The turning points are :  
)D/E1ln(1-ax nA  , and  )D/E1ln(1-ax nB   .  
The different  term in (7) are evaluated to be:    
       nxx EDadx)x(k
B
A
                                                                                                      (16) 
      2/)Z(Arg                                                                                                                             (17) 
                  )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                                (18) 
In this case, also, we observe that )Z(Arg  is independent of  the potential parameters a  and D .        
Using Eq. (7),  we found the energy levels for one dimensional Morse potential: 
                     2n )a2/)1n2(D(E                                                                                           (19) 
The one dimensional  asymmetric Rosen-Morse potential [11] is )a/xtanh(U)a/x(hsecU)x(v 1
2
o  , 
where  0 ≤ ଵܷ < ܷ௢.  This potential is useful to describing interatomic interaction  of linear 
molecules. The two turning points are: 
))EU)/(UEU4U4Eln((2U
2
a
x 1
2
1o
2
ooA  ,   and    ))EU)/(UEU4U4Eln((2U2
a
x 1
2
1o
2
ooB   
 The different  term in (7) are calculated to be 
 o1no1noxx U/)UE(U/)UE(2U2
a
dx)x(k
B
A


                                 (20) 
 2/)Z(Arg                                                                                                                     (21)  
                             )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                   (22) 
)Z(Arg is independent of  the potential parameters a , oU ,  and 1U ,  and  we found the 
energy levels for the one dimensional asymmetric Rosen-Morse potential: 
                        221n 2/AA/UE  ,where  ))Ua2/()1n2(1(U2A oo                      (23) 
Our expression is simpler than the obtained by Ma et all.[5] and hold with 0U1   for the 
symmetric Rosen-Morse potential.  
         The one dimensional first Pöschl-Teller potential [11] is  
)]a/x(cos/)1()a/x(sin/)1([
a
1
)x(v 22
2
 , where  2/ax0  ,   and   are 
constant greater than one, the potential tends to infinity as x tends to 0 or 2/a . It emerges in 
connection with diverse physical systems, such as completely integrable many-body systems. The 
two turning points  Ax and Bx  satisfying nBA E)x(V)x(V  .   
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We found ))y(arctan(ax AA  ,   and  ))y(arctan(ax BB  , here 
1))1(/())1(Ea(yy n
2
BA  and   ))1(/()1(yy BA  .    The different 
term in (7) are: 
 )1()1(Ea
2
dx)x(k n
x
x
B
A


                                                       (24)                      
 )1()1()2(
2
)Z(Arg 

                                                (25)                                                                                    
                          )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                      (26)             
)Z(Arg depends of  the potential parameters a , and  ,  and  we found energy levels for 
the one dimensional first Pöschl-Teller potential: 
                         2n )a/)n2((E                                                                                                    (27) 
We get the same result as Ma et all.[5].                  
The one dimensional Coulomb potential [12] is x/B2x/)1A(A)x(v 2  , for 0x , 
the two turning points are nnn
22
A E/)EAEABB(x  and )E/()EAEABB(x nnn
22
B  , the 
different  term in (7) are evaluated to be:   
 )1A(AE/BIdx)x(k nlxx
B
A
                                                                          (28)                                                
 )1A(A)1A()Z(Arg                                                                                  (29)                                                                
                          )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                      (30)               
)Z(Arg depends on the potential parameter A ,  and  we found the energy levels for the 
one-dimensional Coulomb potential: 
                          22n )nA/(BE                                                                                                              (31) 
Our result fully agree with those obtained by Ho[12]. 
The one dimensional  V-shape potential  is  xa)x(V   , where 0a  , the two turning 
points are: 
a/Ex nA  and a/Ex nB  , in this case:   
)a3/(E4dx)x(k 3/2n
x
x
B
A
                                                                                                  (32)                                     
)e))9997.0n(sin(1301(2/)Z(Arg n85.0                                                        (33)                                                                                                                             
                          )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                        (34)              
)Z(Arg depends only on the quantum number n   and  we found the energy levels as: 
                         3/2)n85.0nl ))e))9997.0n(sin(1301n2(8/a3(E
                                      (35)        
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For large values of n, we obtain the same result as the WKB quantization rule such as: 
3/2
nl ))1n2(8/a3(E  . 
The one dimensional  
4ax potential  is  
4
ax)x(V   , where 0a  , the two turning points 
are: 
  4/1nA a/Ex  and  
4/1
nB a/Ex  , in this case:   
4/13/4
n
x
x
a/E748.1dx)x(k
B
A

                                                                                                      (36)                                     
))23.0n/(038.01(2/)Z(Arg                                                                                        (37)                                                                                                                            
 )1n())E(B(Arg n                                                                                                             (38)              
)Z(Arg depends only on the quantum number n   and  we found the energy levels as: 
                         3/13/4n a)))23.0n/(038.01n2(10/9(E  .                                           (39)        
 
The effective potential for the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator is 
22
l,eff arr/)1l(lV  , the two turning points are )a2/()al4al4EE(r
22
nlnlA  and 
)a2/()al4al4EE(r 22nlnlB  ,  
the different  term in (9) are calculated to be: 
 )1l(l)a2/(E2/dx)x(k nlxx
B
A
                                                                 (40)                               
 l2/1)1l(l
2
)Z(Arg 

                                                                                   (41)                                                                                                                          
                          2/)2ln())E(B(Arg n                                                                                       (42)                    
)Z(Arg depends on the potential parameter l ,  and  we found the energy levels for three-
dimensional harmonic oscillator: 
             a)3n2(Enl                                                                                                                         (43) 
 The ordinary Coulomb potential is  r/er/)1l(l)r(V 22l  , where e the electric charge, 
and l  the orbital angular quantum number. This potential expression is similar to the one-
dimensional Coulomb one, so, let us take 1lA  , 2eB2  , and profit of the obtained result 
22
n )nA/(BE  .  We get exactly the same result as Ho[12]: 
             ))1ln(4/(eE 24nl                                                                                                            (44)  
The effective  potential for hydrogen atom  is  r/e)mr2/()1l(l)r(V 222l   , where m the 
electron mass. This potential expression is, also  similar to the one-dimensional Coulomb one, so, 
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let us take 1lA  , 22 /me2B2  , and find the energy levels 2nl
'
nl /mE2E  . we get 
2222'
nl )1ln/()/me2(E   , and we found energy levels for the effective  potential for 
hydrogen atom: 
 
  242nl )1ln/(e)/m2(E                                                                                                    (45) 
If  1ln    We obtain exactly the same result as Ma et all.[6].: 
             )n2/(meE 224nl                                                                                                                      (46)                                                                                      
 
III/CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present a general quantization rule for the bound states of one-
dimensional Schrödinger equation and  three-dimensional Schrödinger equation with a spherically 
symmetric potential. Our idea is mainly based on dividing the potential into many pieces, solving 
the Schrödinger equation,  and deriving the exact quantization rule. For exactly solvable systems, 
the energy levels of the quantum systems can be easily derived from the general quantization rule. 
The results are found in agreement with the previous obtained ones. For the non exactly savable 
systems, the general quantization rule gives numerically the exact energy levels. 
The general quantization rule is constituted by three terms. First one is  the integral of the 
momentum between the two turning points, it's calculated manually. The two second ones are, 
))E(B(Arg n , which depends on quantum numbers, and )Z(Arg , it's generally function of the 
potential parameters and the quantum numbers in some cases,   are derived by using  computer 
programs.  This general quantization rule is exact,  because it solves with high degree of accuracy all 
energy levels of all the bound states for both exactly and non exactly solvable systems, and like the 
Fundamental theory of integral based on the same idea. 
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Figure caption: Fig. 1: potential curve, the two turning points are A and B. 
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